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ABSTRACT: Multipole moments such as charge, dipole, and
quadrupole are often invoked to rationalize intermolecular
phenomena, but a low-order multipole expansion is rarely a valid
description of electrostatics at the length scales that characterize
nonbonded interactions. This is illustrated by examining several
common misunderstandings rooted in erroneous electrostatic
arguments. First, the notion that steric repulsion originates in
Coulomb interactions is easily disproved by dissecting the
interaction potential for Ar2. Second, the Hunter-Sanders model of
π−π interactions, which is based on quadrupolar electrostatics, is
shown to have no basis in accurate calculations. Third, curved
“buckybowls” exhibit unusually large dipole moments, but these are
ancillary to the forces that control their intermolecular interactions,
as illustrated by two examples involving corannulene. Finally, the assumption that interactions between water and small anions are
dictated by the dipole moment of H2O is shown to be false in the case of binary halide−water complexes. These examples present a
compelling case that electrostatic explanations based on low-order multipole moments are very often counterfactual for nonbonded
interactions at close range and should not be taken seriously in the absence of additional justification.

1. PHILOSOPHY

Chemistry has sometimes been called the “central science”,1−3

which is perhaps appropriate for a discipline that is situated
somewhere between the reductionism of physics and the
emergent complexity of biology.3,4 On the biological end of that
spectrum there is no shame in arguments based on a careful,
empirical categorization of observed phenomena (or what
Ernest Rutherford famously derided as mere “stamp collect-
ing”),5 precisely because emergent complexity suggests that it is
a fallacy of reductionist epistemology to believe that the laws of
one discipline can be viewed as trivial consequences of the laws
of another discipline.6,7

Reductionism survives in (physical) chemistry, yet so does
complexity. Crucially, the entire chemical enterprise is largely
contained within a narrow free energy window measured in tens
of kilocalories per mole. Chemical phenomena are often
balanced on a knife-edge of near-cancellation of attractive and
repulsive forces, leading to an energetic driving force that is tiny
in comparison to various competing interactions. Subtleties
abound. Oft-quoted examples include the dipole moment of the
carbon monoxide molecule (Cδ−Oδ+), which points in the
“wrong” direction,8,9 and the fact that the electron affinity of
chlorine atom is slightly larger than that of fluorine,10 in
stubborn defiance of a periodic trend.11

This complexity should not deter us from seeking the simplest
(correct) explanations for chemical phenomena. A practical

definition of a physical chemist, which encompasses both theory
and experiment, might be someone who seeks to construct and
interrogate models of complex chemical phenomena, with the
idea that those models might more easily yield to detailed
understanding. Such models then form a framework through
which we rationalize the behavior of more complicated systems.
Physics-inspired reductionism, however, should always respect
Einstein’s razor: that things should be made as simple as possible,
but not simpler.
In this author’s experience, the study of noncovalent

interactions is an area ripe with examples where reductionism
has been pushed beyond its breaking point, sacrificing
correctness at the alter of simplicity. This Perspective is
constructed around several such examples, for which incorrect
rationalizations based on low-order multipole moments
stubbornly persist in textbooks and in pedagogy. A recurring
theme is that explanations based on molecular multipole
moments, which are defined via asymptotic expansion of the
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molecular electrostatic potential, are almost never justified at the
intermolecular separations that characterize nonbonded close-
contact interactions.
Section 2 of this work introduces a tool by means of which

these phenomena can be understood on a rigorous footing, while
Section 3 explores a sequence of “electrostatic myths”:
explanations that are widespread but do not stand up to close
scrutiny. Section 4 discusses a possible solution to this
conundrum in the form of distributed multipoles, an old idea
but one that ought to be taken more seriously in chemical
pedagogy.

2. ENERGY DECOMPOSITION
The focus of this Perspective is on qualitative explanations, but
each example is backed by quantitative calculations, based on the
formalism of symmetry-adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT).12−18 Briefly, SAPT modifies the long-range perturba-
tion theory of intermolecular interactions18−22 in order to satisfy
the antisymmetry requirement at short range. It also provides a
decomposition of the intermolecular interaction energy (Eint)
into physically meaningful components,23,24

= + + +E E E E Eint
SAPT

elst exch ind disp (1)

The terms in this expression represent electrostatics (Eelst), Pauli
or “exchange” repulsion (Eexch), induction (Eind), and dispersion
(Edisp).

22−24 Each of these components is briefly explained
below; see refs 18 and22 for additional elaboration.
2.1. Electrostatics.The Eelst term in eq 1 is the main focus of

the present work and is singled out for a detailed elaboration.
This component of the interaction energy is essentially classical
but is computed using quantum-mechanical electron densities,
from a Hartree−Fock calculation for example (in the simplest
version of the theory). It can be separated into internuclear
repulsion (Eelst

nn > 0), electron−electron repulsion (Eelst
ee > 0), and

electron−nuclear attraction (Eelst
en < 0) contributions:23

= + +E E E Eelst elst
nn

elst
ee

elst
en

(2)

For a noncovalent complex A···B with isolated-monomer
electron densities ρ0

A(r) and ρ0
B(r), these three components

are defined as

∑ ∑=
∈ ∈

E
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Ra b

a b

ab
elst
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(3c)

for atomic numbers Za and Zb. (These and subsequent equations
are expressed in atomic units, where e2/4πϵ0 = 1.) The signs in
eq 3c reflect the convention that electron densities are output
from electronic structure programs as strictly positive quantities,
representing probability densities of negatively charged
electrons.
Electrostatic interactions can alternatively be expressed in

terms of electrostatic potentials. For isolated monomer A,
considering the contributions from both electrons and nuclei,
the electrostatic potential is

∫ ∑φ
ρ

= −
−

+
−∈

Z
R

r

r R
r

R R
( )

( )
d

a

a

a
0
A 0

A

A (4)

To proceed, let us introduce a composite charge density ρ̃0
B(r)

for isolated monomer B, which contains both electrons and
nuclei:

∑ρ ρ δ̃ = − + −
∈

Zr r r R( ) ( ) ( )
b

b b0
B

0
B

B (5)

The total electrostatic interaction in eq 2 can be expressed
succinctly in terms of the electrostatic potential for A and the
total charge density for B:

∫ φ ρ= ̃E r r r( ) ( ) delst 0
A

0
B

(6)

SAPT electrostatics calculations evaluate the integrals in eqs
3b and 3c analytically, using the basis-set representations of the
monomer densities, and the electrostatic potential is not
required. However, color-coded maps of φ0

A(r) are a common
qualitative analysis tool and are available from many electronic
structure programs. More to the point, we have introduced the
electrostatic potential in order to introduce its multipolar
expansion,20,21,25,26 which is

μφ Θ= + · + + ···
†Q

R R R
R

R R R
( )0

A
A A

3

A

5 (7)

The charge QA, dipole moment vector μA, quadrupole moment
tensorΘA, etc., are themultipolemoments of a charge density ρ̃0

A

that is defined similarly to eq 5. This is the form in which
molecular multipole moments are typically output by electronic
structure programs. For example, QA = 0 for a charge-neutral
molecule, which can only be the case if the moments in eq 7
correspond to the total charge density ρ̃0

A, including both nuclei
and electrons, and not just the electron density ρ0

A.
The charge density ρ̃0

B(r) that appears in eq 6 has its own
multipole expansion, analogous to eq 7, and the lowest
nonvanishing multipolar interaction term between A and B
dictates the long-range behavior of Eelst. Although it is
sometimes assumed that the multipole expansion is exact if
taken to all orders (even if it is invariably truncated in practice),
in fact this expansion is known to be divergent at a short
range.18,20,26,27 At a minimum, any low-order multipolar
approximation to Eelst is likely invalid once the electron clouds
of A and B begin to interpenetrate. This has been called the
“charge penetration effect”.17,18,27−30

2.2. Other Energy Components. Having rigorously
introduced the electrostatic component of Eint, the remaining
energy components in eq 1 will be summarized more briefly.
For reasons of formal and computational simplicity, the

unperturbed reference state for SAPT is a direct product |ψ0
Aψ0

B⟩
rather than an antisymmetrized product.31 The exchange
interaction (Eexch in eq 1) is the leading-order correction for A
↔ B antisymmetry.23 It is repulsive, because the wave functions
ψ0
A and ψ0

B are computed in isolation, so there is an energetic
penalty to deform them into compliance with the Pauli exclusion
principle, or equivalently, a penalty to orthogonalize the
molecular orbitals (MOs) on A with respect to those on B.32

For this reason, Eexch can equivalently be called Pauli repulsion.
The induction energy Eind arises at the second order in

perturbation theory24 and includes what is commonly under-
stood as polarization, namely, deformation of monomer A’s
electron cloud in the presence of monomer B and vice versa. Less
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obviously, Eind also includes intermolecular charge transfer
(CT):

= +E E Eind pol CT (8)

There are various means to separate these two compo-
nents,33−36 but that discussion is deferred for now. (Of the
systems considered here, only the anion−water complexes in
Section 3.4 exhibit significant induction energies.)
Finally, the dispersion energy Edisp arises from correlated,

quantum-mechanical fluctuations in the density, as first
explained by London.37−40 (The term “dispersion” is an analogy
to the fact that the quantum-mechanical theory bears similarities
to that of optical dispersion.37−39) These forces are responsible
for the observation, made much earlier by van der Waals,41 that
all matter is attractive at a sufficiently long range. The
“fluctuations” that are required occur with respect to the
mean-field Hartree−Fock reference state, |Ψ0⟩ = |ψ0

Aψ0
B⟩. In a

configuration interaction expansion of the exact wave function,
matrix elements ⟨Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψij

ab⟩ involving double excitations
generate long-range attraction even in cases where the individual
monomers have no dipole moments. (London also demon-
strated that the quadrupole moments of H2 and N2 are
insufficient to explain the magnitude of the deviations from
ideal-gas behavior,37 thus dispelling an alternative hypothesis for
the origin of long-range attraction.) Double excitations appear at
second order in perturbation theory and therefore the leading-
order formula for dispersion is

∑ ∑ ψ ψ ψ ψ
ε ε ε ε

= −
|⟨ | ̂ | ⟩|

− −> >

E
V

( )( )m n

m n

n n
disp
(2)

0 0

A B
0
A

0
B 2

A
0
A B

0
B

(9)

where V̂ = ĤAB − ĤA − ĤB.
19,22 The matrix element in the

numerator of eq 9 can be interpreted as the electrostatic
interaction between transition densities ρm0

A (r) and ρn0
B (r),19,20

so that dipole−dipole (and higher-order multipolar) inter-
actions appear even if the unperturbed densities ρ0

A(r) and ρ0
B(r)

are spherically symmetric.
Dispersion interactions, or noncovalent interactions more

generally, are often called “van der Waals” (vdW) interactions,
but this terminology is imprecise. In the eponymous vdW
equation of state for nonideal gases,41 attractive and repulsive
interactions are introduced as separate, empirical corrections to
a noninteracting model. Similarly, Edisp and Eexch are separate
energy components with very different origins, one of which
reflects a general cohesive interaction and the other embodies
finite molecular size. The sum of these components,

= +

= − −

E E E

E E E

vdW exch disp

int elst ind (10)

might sensibly be called the vdW interaction, in homage to its
namesake.30,42 Pauli repulsion and dispersion compete in
interesting and sometimes counterintuitive ways, as bulky
substituents such as tert-butyl contribute significantly to both
Eexch and Edisp.

43 Whereas these two energy components are
quantum-mechanical in origin, the remaining components have
a quasiclassical interpretation and

= ++E E Eelst ind elst ind (11)

will be called polarized electrostatics.
2.3. Overview of Methods. The formalism outlined above

can be regarded as a form of energy decomposition analysis
(EDA),44−46 albeit a rather special one with considerably less

arbitrariness as compared to EDAs that are based on
supramolecular density functional theory (DFT).46 The latter
approaches are take-it-or-leave-it affairs, wherein the quality of
the energy components is beholden to the quality of the density-
functional approximation. Historically, the description of
nonbonded interactions in DFT has been rather uneven, with
dispersion interactions being particularly problematic.47 This
situation is significantly improved in contemporary DFT by
means of empirical dispersion corrections,47,48 but separability
remains a problem and these “+D” corrections to DFT should
not be interpreted as a true dispersion.35,38,49−51

Supramolecular calculation of the A···B interaction energy,

= − −···E E E Eint
A B AB A B

(12)

is also afflicted by basis set superposition error (BSSE).52 This is
an artifact of atom-centered basis sets and presents a quandary
for many EDAs, whereas BSSE is absent in SAPT calculations
because Eint is computed directly from perturbation theory and
not by subtraction. As an example of the effects of BSSE,
interaction potentials Eint(R) for Ar2 are plotted in Figure 1,

computed at the level of second-order Møller−Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2). With counterpoise correction for
BSSE,52 the MP2 potential is in good agreement the second-
order “SAPT0”method,53 but in the absence of the counterpoise
correction the MP2 interaction energy is 30% larger at the
equilibrium separation.
In contrast to the supramolecular approach, the quality of the

approximation is improvable in SAPT, by going to higher orders
in perturbation theory,12,53 for example, and can be pushed to
the ab initio limit.53,54 The dispersion term is the most
challenging, but the inherent separability of the SAPT
interaction energy can be used to replace second-order
dispersion with a more accurate alternative.16,55−61 A variety
of SAPT methods is used in the examples presented below,
perhaps most notably the XSAPT + MBD approach,16,59−61

which includes many-body dispersion (MBD) and is based upon
an “extended” (X)SAPT formalism.57−59,62 Among low-cost
electronic structure methods, XSAPT +MBD is one of the most
accurate methods for noncovalent interaction energies,

Figure 1. Total interaction potential Eint(R) for Ar2 (in black) and its
SAPT decomposition (in color), computed at the SAPT0/aug-cc-
pVTZ level. The two curves in gray represent Eint(R) computed at the
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, either with counterpoise correction (MP2-
CP, dashed curve) or without (solid curve).
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achieving mean errors < 1 kcal/mol in various benchmark
tests.16,60,61

3. DEBUNKING ELECTROSTATIC MYTHS
The main part of this work explores several “just-so stories”, in
which electrostatic arguments seem to provide a straightforward
explanation for an observed phenomenon yet fail to withstand
detailed scrutiny. Each section below is organized around a
certain “electrostatic myth” that the present work aims to
discredit.
3.1. Myth: Steric Repulsion is Coulomb Repulsion. The

connection between the Pauli exclusion principle and steric
repulsion has been understood for a long time,63 yet the fallacy
that steric repulsion is primarily driven by electron−electron
Coulomb repulsion continues to pervade chemical education.
Consider Ar2 as a simple example, whose interaction energy
profile Eint(R) is shown in Figure 1 along with its SAPT
decomposition. It is immediately clear that Pauli repulsion
(Eexch), rather than electrostatics, is what furnishes the repulsive
part of the potential, as Eelst(R) remains attractive well inside of
the minimum-energy Ar···Ar separation. This implies that the
dominant electrostatic effect is not electron−electron repulsion
but rather the fact that electrons on one monomer gain access to
the nucleus on the other. This may seem counterintuitive, and in
fact the effect is quite subtle as the attractive and repulsive parts
of Eelst are nearly balanced. Examining the minimum-energy Ar2
separation, for example, and using the level of theory that is
reported in Figure 1, one obtains Eelst

nn = +45.119 320 Ha, Eelst
ee =

+45.119 419 Ha, and Eelst
en =−90.238 903 Ha (in Hartree atomic

units). The sum of these is Eelst = −0.000 164 Ha = −35.9 cm−1,
which is the value plotted in Figure 1 at R = 3.8 Å.
From a certain point of view, Eelst + Eexch might best be

considered together because it is their sum that approximates
the electrostatic interaction of an antisymmetrized reference
state. On the one hand, this sum indeed gives rise to a repulsive
potential (see Figure 1). On the other hand, from the standpoint
of classical modeling, it is the generally the isolated-monomer
charge density that is subjected to a multipole expansion. From
that perspective, the non-antisymmetrized SAPT definition of
electrostatics (consisting of Eelst alone) is the appropriate one.
This example provides an important lesson, namely, that

electrostatic interactions between isolated-monomer densities
can be attractive at length scales characteristic of vdW
complexes, even in cases where there is no long-range
electrostatic attraction. The next example demonstrates that
short-range electrostatics can be attractive even in cases where
the long-range electrostatic interaction is repulsive.
3.2. Myth: Quadrupolar Electrostatics Drives π−π

Interactions. There is perhaps no better example of the misuse
of low-order multipole moments than the analysis of benzene
dimer’s stereoisomers in terms of the quadrupole moment of
C6H6. Introduced by Hunter and Sanders in 1990,64 this
paradigm has since made its way into textbooks as a general
explanation of arene−arene conformational preferences.65,66 It
posits that the electron-withdrawing or electron-donating
character of an aryl substituent modulates π-stacking energies
via its effect on the quadrupole moment of the aromatic moiety.
However, modern ab initio calculations do not support this
picture,28,67−74 which has also been questioned on the basis of
stacking energies obtained from measurements of conforma-
tional equilibria.75−77 Although alternative explanations for π−π
substituent effects have emerged,69−74 the Hunter-Sanders
picture continues to be invoked in recent literature.78−83

The kernel of truth at the origin of theHunter-Sanders myth is
an experimental measurement of the C6H6 quadrupole mo-

ment,84 whose sign corresponds to electropositive C−H bonds
sandwiched between π-electron densities. This is depicted
schematically in Figure 2, which also shows the canonical
stereoisomers of (C6H6)2. Benchmark-quality ab initio calcu-
lations68,85 suggest that the T-shaped C−H···π isomer (Figure
2a) lies within 1 kcal/mol of the eclipsed-cofacial isomer (Figure
2b), which is an energetic saddle point connecting parallel-
displaced structures (Figure 2c) that are slightly lower in energy.
The Hunter-Sanders model, based either qualitatively on the
charge distributions suggested in Figure 2 or quantitatively on
the quadrupole moments of the monomers, posits that the
relative energies of these isomers emerge from a competition
between dispersion and quadrupolar electrostatics. Dispersion is
nonspecific as to angular orientation but favors atomic close-
contacts, due to its R−6 falloff with distance, and is most
favorable in the cofacial arrangement. As suggested by the charge
distributions in Figure 2, however, the quadrupole−quadrupole
interaction is repulsive in parallel (cofacial) arrangements but
attractive in perpendicular (T-shaped) configurations. The fact
that other aromatic molecules also exhibit offset stacking in their
crystal structures is taken as evidence for the generality of this
picture.65 A survey by Hunter et al.86 of spatially proximate
phenylalanine side chains in protein crystal structures reveals
that these are arranged in either T-shaped or offset-stacked
geometries and are rarely found in cofacial orientations. The leap
from (C6H6)2 to proteins is left to the reader.
One ought to be suspicious of arguments about short-range

interactions that are based on low-order multipole moments,
and a comparison of exact versus multipolar electrostatics for
benzene dimer (Figure 3) confirms these suspicions.29 The
multipole approximation for Eelst, represented in Figure 3 using
quadrupole and octupole moments, is asymptotically correct,
but this asymptote is recovered only for intermolecular
separations ≳4.0−4.5 Å, as compared to the 3.8 Å face-to-face
distance in the eclipsed-cofacial geometry and the 3.4 Å
separation in the parallel-displaced configuration. In the 3.4−
3.8 Å range, exact electrostatics is attractive for both parallel and
perpendicular arrangements of benzene dimer.
To understand the true origin of conformational preferences

in (C6H6)2, we consider energy components along a “sliding
coordinate”, for both parallel and perpendicular arrangements of
the dimer.42 Plotted in Figure 4 is the polarized electrostatics
energy (Eelst+ind) along this coordinate, although Eind is quite

Figure 2. Stereoisomers of benzene dimer: (a) T-shaped geometry, (b)
eclipsed-cofacial geometry, and (c) parallel-displaced or offset-stacked
geometry. Benchmark interaction energies for the gas-phase dimer are
indicated.85 Also shown are electrostatic potential maps and cartoon
representations of the monomer charge distributions.
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small, so this is mostly a plot of how Eelst changes upon slip-
stacking (in the parallel orientation) or else upon T-shaped to L-
shaped displacement (in the perpendicular arrangement). For
the cofacial isomer, Eelst hardly changes at all, and parallel
displacements of ±1 Å incur essentially zero electrostatic
penalty. Larger displacements, which the Hunter-Sanders model
asserts should be driven by a reduction in quadrupolar
electrostatics, actually cause Eelst+ind to become less attractive.
In reality, neither electrostatics nor polarization provides a
driving force for offset-stacking.
By a process of elimination, the remaining energy components

(Pauli repulsion and dispersion) must explain why the parallel-

displaced arrangement is lower in energy. This “vdW potential”
(eq 10) is plotted in Figure 5 along with the total interaction
potential, for both parallel and perpendicular configurations of
(C6H6)2. In both cases, EvdW exhibits the same conformational
preferences as Eint, namely, a T-shaped geometry (rather than an
L-shaped one) when the monomers are constrained to be
perpendicular and an offset of a bit more than half the ring size
when the monomers are in a parallel orientation.
The vdW potential evidently furnishes the driving force for

offset stacking. Dispersion is enhanced by maximization of the
cofacial area and favors the eclipsed-cofacial geometry; however,
the electron densities ρ0

A(r) and ρ0
B(r) have cusps at the nuclei

and the eclipsed-cofacial arrangement aligns these cusps atop
one another. This incurs a Pauli repulsion penalty that is relieved
by offset stacking. (Rotation of one monomer about its C6
symmetry axis lowers the energy by less than 0.1 kcal/mol,
because the density maxima remain nearly coincident.)
It is worth noting that the energy scales in Figures 4 and 5 span

a range of <4 kcal/mol. It is therefore crucial that the theoretical
method used to draw these conclusions (XSAPT+MBD)
exhibits an accuracy better than 1 kcal/mol when applied to
benchmark small-molecule data sets.59−61 The nature of
dispersion in DFT makes it difficult to separate this energy
component from the others,49−51 even for functionals that
perform well for nonbonded interactions (and many functionals
do not). As such, it would be difficult to make a convincing case
about the driving forces for π-stacking on the basis of
supramolecular DFT calculations alone.
Whereas Hunter and Sanders used point charges, in

conjunction with atom−atom dispersion and repulsion
potentials, to describe the conformational preferences of
benzene dimer,64 an equally simple model omits electrostatics
and pairs the dispersion potential with a Gaussian overlap model
of Pauli repulsion. This vdW model (dispersion + Pauli
repulsion) successfully describes the conformational preferences
of a benzene dimer42 and larger acene dimers,30 without appeal
to electrostatics. It can explain the fact that small aromatic
molecules exhibit offset stacking on the surface of graphene,30,87

where the quadrupolar interactions have saturated as a function
of size and for which the Hunter-Sanders model fails
qualitatively.16

The vdW model does not rely on quadrupole moments and
therefore offers a convincing explanation for why the (C6H6)···
(C6F6) heterodimer exhibits a minimum-energy geometry that
is parallel-displaced.88−90 The original Hunter-Sanders work did
not consider this system, which is an interesting omission given
that quadrupole moments for both benzene and hexafluor-
obenzene were reported in the same experimental paper:84

Θ(C6H6) = −8.69 ± 0.51 B and Θ(C6F6) = +9.50 ± 0.51 B,
similar in magnitude but opposite in sign.91 The ramification of
the sign change is that dispersion and quadrupolar electrostatics
no longer compete in (C6H6)···(C6F6), but instead both forces
favor cofacial stacking. Nevertheless, the parallel-displaced
isomer is slightly lower in energy, by 0.3 kcal/mol as compared
to the eclipsed-cofacial isomer.89

The observation of offset stacking in (C6H6)···(C6F6) is easy
to rationalize within the vdW model because perfect cofacial
stacking still incurs a Pauli repulsion penalty, independent of the
sign of the quadrupolemoment. This explanation is borne out by
SAPT calculations.42 More speculatively, the vdW model might
better explain the prevalence of offset stacking (and the near-
absence of cofacial stacking) in protein crystal structures,86

where the data set presumably samples many different local

Figure 3. Electrostatic interaction energies for the cofacial (blue) and
T-shaped (red) isomers of (C6H6)2, as a function of intermolecular
distance. Solid symbols indicate Eelst from a SAPT0+δEHF/jun-cc-
pVDZ calculation, whereas open symbols with crosses correspond to a
multipole potential including both quadrupole−quadrupole and
octupole−quadrupole terms. Arrows indicate the intermolecular
separations for the various isomers that are shown. Adapted from ref
29, copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Figure 4. Polarized electrostatics (Eelst+ind) energy profiles along a
coordinate where one benzene monomer slides past another in either a
cofacial or a perpendicular orientation. The face-to-face separation in
the parallel arrangement is 3.8 Å, consistent with the cofacial saddle
point in Figure 2b, whereas the center-to-center distance in the
perpendicular arrangement is 5.0 Å at zero displacement, consistent
with the T-shaped structure in Figure 2a. Energies were computed using
the XSAPT+MBD approach.60 Adapted from ref 42 under a CC BY 3.0
license.
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electrostatic environments, yet offset-stacking persists. Accord-
ing to the vdW model, this is because the forces responsible
(dispersion and Pauli repulsion) are inherently short-ranged.
The fact that electrostatics is not required to obtain offset

stacking does not imply that electrostatics is uniformly
unimportant in π-stacking situations. The most convincing
explanation for substituent effects on stacking energies, for
example, is the “direct interaction model” introduced by
Wheeler and Houk,69−73 in which the most important effect is
how the local dipole moment of a substituent moiety on one
aromatic ring interacts with the electric field of its π-stacked
partner.73 This picture is supported by ab initio calcula-
tions28,69−74 and by experiments.75−77

Whereas Eelst+ind is rather small for benzene dimer, it grows in
magnitude for larger acene dimers.30 Even for (C6H6)2,
electrostatics makes an important contribution in that it
provides an attractive driving force to decrease the intermo-
lecular separation, once offset stacking has reduced the Pauli
repulsion. The cofacial distance in (C6H6)2 decreases from 3.8 Å
in the sandwich isomer to 3.4 Å in the parallel-displaced isomer,
the latter value being consistent with the 3.35 Å interlayer
spacing in graphene.92 This effect generalizes to larger polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) with larger stacking energies,
and the general picture that emerges is that π-stacking is
attributable to the fact that both electrostatics and dispersion are
enhanced in cofacial geometries. This mechanism requires a
close approach of the carbon rings and is therefore available to
planar aromatic moieties but not to saturated hydrocarbons such
as the cyclohexane-based perhydroacenes, which can also form
stacked complexes.93 This observation has been called the
“pizza-π” model of stacking,30 although the π−π interaction
really has more to do with the pizza (molecular shape) than with
the π (aromaticity). This explains previous observations of
strong stacking interactions between molecules that are planar
but not aromatic.94 Nowhere in this rationale is it necessary (or
appropriate) to invoke a multipolar picture of electrostatics.
3.3. Myth: The Buckybowl Dipole Moment Drives

Flexo-Electric Packing. A rather different example of π-
stacking is the corannulene dimer, (C20H10)2, whose equilibrium
structure is shown in Figure 6a. Unlike PAHs composed strictly

of hexagonal rings, the incorporation of one or more pentagons
creates curvature,95−97 leading ultimately to the formation of
fullerene buckyballs or buckytubes when the structure is closed.
Corannulene and related materials with exposed concave

Figure 5. Total interaction potentials (Eint) vs vdW potentials (EvdW, eq 10) for sliding one benzene monomer past another in either (a) the
perpendicular orientation or (b) the parallel orientation. Arrows at the bottom of each panel indicate the position coordinate of the structures that are
shown. Energies were computed using the XSAPT+MBD approach.60 Adapted from ref 42 under a CC BY 3.0 license.

Figure 6. Corannulene dimer in (a) its equilibrium buckybowl
geometry, where each monomer exhibits a dipole moment μ = 2.1 D,
vs (b) the structure obtained from a geometry optimization in which the
monomers are constrained to be planar, with μ = 0. Isocontours of the
electron density (ρ = 0.001 au) are shown in each case. (c) Interaction
energy along a curvature coordinate that connects the two structures,
computed using XSAPT+MBD. The total length of each vertical bar
(red + blue) indicates Eint for the geometry in question, which is
decomposed according to Eint = EvdW + Eelst+ind. Panel (c) is adapted
from ref 30 with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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surfaces exhibit crystal packing consisting of concentric
“buckybowls”,97−99 with the dimer in Figure 6a as the simplest
example. These materials are of interest for organic electronics
applications,99 and a general feature is a pronounced “flexo-
electric” effect,100 wherein the molecule exhibits a dipole
moment whose magnitude increases with the degree of
curvature. Nanoscale PAHs can exhibit dipole moments in
excess of 10 D as a result of this curvature.100,101

The dipolemoment of corannulenemonomer in the gas phase
has been measured at 2.07 D,102 and it has been suggested that
dipole−dipole interactions compensate for the (presumed) loss
of dispersion interactions in the curved framework of
(C20H10)2.

103 Corannulene is observed to form a stronger
adduct with proteins as compared to the planar perylene
molecule, which has been attributed to corannulene’s dipole
moment.104 In view of themisattribution of π−π conformational
preferences to quadrupolar interactions, it seems pertinent to
examine this attribution in more detail.
Figure 6c investigates the interaction energy of a corannulene

dimer along a flexing coordinate that connects the concentric
buckybowl equilibrium geometry (Figure 6a) to a structure in
which the monomers are each constrained to be planar (Figure
6b). Isocontours of the charge density are shown for both end-
point structures, using an isovalue that is often taken as a realistic
description of molecular size.105 These plots make it clear that
the equilibrium stacking distance is well within the region of
charge penetration where the two monomer densities exhibit
significant overlap.
In the minimum-energy buckybowl geometry, the curved

corannulene monomers each exhibit dipole moments μ = 2.1
D,106 oriented in the direction of the hydrogen-terminated side
of the molecule. The dipole moment vanishes for the planar
monomers, which adopt an offset-stacked geometry.30,103

Despite the disappearance of the dipole moment along the
flexing coordinate, the value of Eint changes by only 1.2 kcal/mol
between the two end-point structures in Figure 6, and in fact Eint
is more stabilizing when the monomers are planar! (This is not
enough to compensate for the monomer deformation penalty,
however, so the binding energy of the complex is larger in the
curved buckybowl geometry.) The polarized electrostatics
energy also changes by only about 1 kcal/mol along the flexing
coordinate in Figure 6, and it is more attractive (by ≈0.5 kcal/
mol) when the monomers are planar. The dipole moment
induced by flexing therefore does not enhance electrostatic
interactions, as has previously been claimed.107

The total interaction energy in Figure 6c is partitioned as Eint
= Eelst+ind + EvdW, and in fact both components are fairly well-
balanced across the whole flexing coordinate, so the flexing-
induced dipole moment also does not explain the stacking
interaction. This interaction can be explained within the pizza-π
model, however.30 Despite the curvature, the interaction is still
driven by molecular shape, because even curved arene
monomers experience an enhanced electrostatic attraction as
they approach at closer separation than is possible for aliphatic
hydrocarbons. In the case of corannulene, this close approach is
possible in either a planar cofacial arrangement or as nested
buckybowls, and Eelst+ind is largely indifferent to this choice. The
curvature in the minimum-energy geometry is a result of internal
strain within the monomers and is unrelated to noncovalent
forces.
For corannulene dimer, the leading-order multipolar picture

is doubly wrong. First, the structure with planar monomers
(rather than buckybowls) has the more attractive value of

Eelst+ind, despite the fact that μ = 0 for a planar corannulene
monomer. Second, a vanishing dipole moment leaves the
quadrupole−quadrupole interaction as the leading-order multi-
polar term, and that interaction is repulsive, just as it is for the
cofacial isomer of benzene dimer. Nevertheless, electrostatic
interactions are attractive at the 3.7 Å separation that
characterizes (corannulene)2 with planar monomers.106 Cor-
annulene dimer represents an even more egregious violation of
the Hunter-Sanders paradigm as compared to a benzene dimer,
because the quadrupole moment of corannulene is more than
twice as large as that of benzene.106

The deceptive nature of the corannulene dipole moment
extends to other systems as well, such as the (corannulene)···
(H2O) complex whose gas-phase structure was recently
determined via microwave spectroscopy and ab initio calcu-
lations.108 Two isomers of this complex are shown in Figure 7,

although only the “inside” isomer (Figure 7a) is observed in the
supersonic expansion. In that structure, the dipole moment
vectors of the two monomers are oriented in an antiparallel
fashion, leading to a net dipole moment of 0.4 D for the
supramolecular complex. In the alternative “outside” isomer
(Figure 7b), the monomer dipole moments add constructively,
and the net dipole moment is μ = 5.1 D for the complex, yet the
binding energy is computed to be 1.6 kcal/mol smaller as
compared to the inside isomer.108 (Another common electro-
static fallacy in chemistry textbooks is to draw dipole moment
vectors that point in the wrong direction.21,109 The vectors μ in
Figure 7 are consistent with electropositive C−H bonds for
corannulene.)
SAPT analysis (Figure 7) suggests that both Eelst and Eind are

more attractive for the structure whose monomer dipole
moments are antiparallel. (The same conclusion is borne out
by partial third-order SAPT calculations.108) In the “inside”
isomer, the water molecule is only slightly closer to the nearest
carbon atom (by ≲0.1 Å) as compared to the “outside” isomer,
but the greater number of close-contact carbon atoms in the
former enhances the Pauli repulsion. This is offset by a
combination of polarized electrostatics and dispersion, both of
which are more attractive for the inside isomer. The picture that

Figure 7. Isomers of (corannulene)···(H2O): (a) “water inside” isomer
with μ = 0.4 D and (b) “water outside” isomer with μ = 5.1 D, with
geometries computed at the MP2/jun-cc-pVDZ level. Only the more
stable isomer in (a) is observed in a supersonic expansion, whereas the
binding energy of (b) is estimated to be 1.6 kcal/mol smaller.108

Interaction energies were computed at the SAPT0+δEHF/jun-cc-pVDZ
level.
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one might assume based on a dipole-centric view of electro-
statics is completely opposite to experiment and theory.
3.4. Myth: Ion−Dipole Interactions Drive Halide−

Water Binding. The final systems considered here are binary
halide−water complexes, X−(H2O). In an aqueous solution,
monodentate solvation of the halide ions (i.e., one O−Hmoiety
per water molecule) has long been inferred based on neutron
and X-ray diffraction studies as well as infrared spectroscopy,110

and this picture was recently reaffirmed via X-ray absorption
spectroscopy.111 Vibrational spectroscopy of X−(H2O)n clusters
is also consistent with monodentate rather than bidentate
coordination,112−114 which is confirmed by ab initio calcu-
lations.115−121 Molecular dynamics simulations of X−(aq), using
polarizable force fields fitted to ab initio calculations, find that
average X−···H−O bond angles for first-shell water molecules
are within 7° of linear for X = Cl, Br, and I.122 This picture is
consistent with the formation of ion−water hydrogen bonds but
inconsistent with the bidentate C2v-symmetric solvation motif
that is suggested by ion−dipole considerations. Both motifs are
shown in Figure 8, which also defines the angle θXOH that is used
in the energy profiles reported below.

The charge−dipole interaction in X−(H2O) is considerably
larger than the leading-order quadrupolar interaction in the
benzene dimer or the dipolar interaction in (corannulene)···
(H2O), so it is worth exploring whether this might be a case
where the multipolar picture remains valid even at close-contact
distances. It is not such a case, as is immediately evident upon
examining the electrostatic energy profile Eelst(θXOH) in Figure 9,
which indicates that electrostatics is most attractive in hydrogen-
bonded geometries. The total interaction energy profile,
Eint(θXOH), forms a symmetric double well with a C2v saddle
point separating hydrogen-bonded minima. (A small cusp in Eint
at θXOH = 0 arises from an avoided crossing in coordinate space
and disappears if the H2O relaxation energy is included.36) Even
electrostatics, when computed using monomer charge densities
rather than any multipolar approximation, disfavors the C2v
“dipole geometry”.
For Cl− and larger halides, the double-well potential is nearly

flat,36 as shown for Cl−(H2O) in Figure 9b, although even in
I−(H2O) it is possible to measure tunneling splittings,123

meaning that a left ↔ right barrier must still exist. The simple
charge−dipole picture suggests that Eint(θXOH), or at least
Eelst(θXOH), should have a minimum at θXOH = 0, but no such
minimum is observed even for Br−.36 This implies that the
leading-order multipolar approximation provides a poor
description of Eelst, let alone Eint, even for the larger halides.

As evident from Figure 9, the Pauli repulsion is maximally
repulsive at the hydrogen-bonded geometries, for which the ion
is closer to the water molecule than it is in the C2v geometry. A
minimalist model for this system might therefore consist of
electrostatics plus finite size (Eelst + Eexch), and this potential is
plotted for F−(H2O) and Cl−(H2O) in Figure 10. The global
minimum in Eelst + Eexch is found at the C2v geometry, consistent
with the classical ion−dipole picture, although in the case of
F−(H2O) there remain shallow local minima corresponding to
hydrogen bonding. These are absent for Cl− and larger halide
ions.
Unlike other systems considered here, the induction energy is

sizable for X−(H2O) and warrants a careful discussion. This is a
case where it is conceptually useful to separate induction into
polarization and CT components (eq 8), because charge
donation into water’s σ* orbitals has long been considered to
provide a mechanism for O−H vibrational redshifts associated
with hydrogen bonding.124−131 Indeed, “fractional covalency”
has been suggested as an essential aspect of the hydrogen
bond,132 although estimates of the fraction vary considerably
depending on the particular EDA that is used.133 Extreme
vibrational redshifts are observed in small anion−water
complexes,112−114 and the X− → σOH* charge-donation
mechanism is supported by theoretical calculations.134−136

The CT component of the induction energy can be isolated
using a procedure based on charge-constrained DFT
(cDFT).34−36 Originally developed for other purposes,137

cDFT can be used in the present context to define a CT-free
reference state in which monomers A and B are allowed to
polarize one another, but the integrated charge density

Figure 8.Diagram of the X−···H−O angle (θXOH) for the halide−water
complex X−(H2O). As indicated by the potential energy curve shown in
the background, the C2v structure is an energetic saddle point between
left and right hydrogen-bonded isomers. Adapted from ref 36, copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.

Figure 9. Total interaction energy (Eint) and components thereof for
(a) F−(H2O) and (b) Cl−(H2O), along radial scans of the X

−··· H−O
angle defined in Figure 8. All other geometric degrees of freedom are
relaxed at each value of θXOH, and the cartoon structures in (a)
emphasize the asymmetry of the O−H bond lengths in the hydrogen-
bonded geometries. Calculations were performed at the level of
SAPT0+δEHF/jun-cc-pVDZ(-PP). Adapted from ref 36, copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.
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∫ ρ=N w r r r( ) ( ) dA A
A

(13)

is constrained to be an integer, with wA(r) as a suitable weight
function.36 The procedure is variational, and the energy
lowering upon lifting of the charge constraint, which allows
NA to take fractional values, defines the CT energy, ECT. The
“true” (or CT-free) polarization energy Epol is taken to be the
remainder of the SAPT induction energy, as suggested by eq 8.
Importantly, this cDFT-based definition of ECT is stable with
respect to changes in the underlying Gaussian basis set, whereas
many alternative definitions are not.35

In the case of X−(H2O), separation of ECT provides a
compelling narrative for the formation of quasi-linear hydrogen
bonds, as demonstrated for F−(H2O) and Cl−(H2O) in Figure
10. The energy profile defined by Eint− ECT (as a function of the
angle θXOH) is essentially flat, showing no preference for
hydrogen bonding. Importantly, this is still inconsistent with the
charge−dipole description, which would predict a proper
minimum at the C2v geometry, because nonzero values of
θXOH orient the dipole moment vector away from the ion. The
CT energy turns on sharply near quasi-linear X−···H−O
geometries, which can be understood in terms of orbital overlap
between the X− lone pair (donor orbital) and the σOH* acceptor
orbital. It is this CT energy component that is responsible for the
double well. A more nuanced analysis, which compares results
for relaxed versus unrelaxed H2O geometries, can be found in ref
36.
Note that ECT exerts an important influence on the

conformational preferences of X−(H2O) despite the fact that
its magnitude is small compared to either Eelst or Eexch. This
observation (along with the analysis of π−π conformational
preferences in Section 3.2) highlights the importance of
examining the potential energy landscape, rather than simply

applying an EDA at minimum-energy geometries. The
diminutive magnitude of the CT term in (H2O)2 has led to a
suggestion that hydrogen bonding is dominated by electro-
statics,138 which may be literally true in a numerical sense, but
“dominated by” is not the same as “driven by”. Conclusions
regarding how particular energy components influence molec-
ular and supramolecular structures cannot properly be drawn
without examination of a potential energy surface.

4. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Examples discussed herein document the abject failure of the
single-center multipole expansion to explain intermolecular
phenomena at typical nonbonded close-contact distances. From
a certain (mathematical) point of view, this is not so very
surprising, as the multipole moments are defined by an
asymptotic expansion that is known to diverge at short range.
It is only surprising from the point of view of someone reared in a
curriculum that routinely engages in gross oversimplification, to
the point that it seems (to this author, at least) that greater value
is often placed on simplicity than on correctness. A guiding
principle for textbooks could be “omission before over-
simplification”,139 but this does not seem to be the norm in
modern chemical education.
At least for the noncovalent phenomena discussed herein, a

way forward has been clear for a long time: abandon the single-
center multipole expansion in favor of a “distributed” multipole
analysis,27 as championed by Stone.21,140 Using multipoles that
are atom- or bond-centered, one can obtain a quantitative
description of electrostatics using only low-order moments,
preserving qualitative interpretability. This approach is already
widely used to parametrize polarizable force fields,141−145 and
SAPT calculations have also been used to parametrize force
fields whose energy components are physically meaning-
ful.146−150 The distributed-multipole approach is consistent
with the qualitative idea of a bond dipole yet computable from
electronic structure calculations in a rigorous and well-defined
way.While such approaches are at the forefront of modern force-
field development,150−152 they have received little (if any)
attention in chemical education. Perhaps it is time for that to
change.
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